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ABSTRACT
This paper aims at creating a self-learning classifier
model that classifies a text or phrase as positive or
negative and provide a decision on the current stock
market changes based on various information. The
classifier plots a graph along with the user sentiments
and the future prediction allowing the user to decide
whether to invest in the stock or not.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Sentiment analysis which is also known as opinion
mining [1], mainly deals with the use of natural
language processing and text analysis to identify the
subjective sentiment of a phrase. There are two types
of sentimental analysis namely subjective/objective
identification and feature based sentimental analysis.
Subjective/objective identification generally refers to
the classification of a sentence into subjective or
objective. Feature based sentimental analysis refers to
the different features of an entity, meaning the
attributes or components of the entity. In other words,
sentimental analysis measures the emotional tone of
text.

Fig 1: Proposed graph
II. PREDICTING STOCK MARKET CHANGES
The whole project would consist of three parts;
1.
2.
3.

Data collection
Data classification
Data Prediction and regression.

Once the sentimental analysis we is done, we can plot
a graph which shows the patterns on user sentiments
for a company’s products and services and their direct
impact on the stock market.
Also, a second line would be plotted on the same
graph to show the stock quotes historically and the
predicted value over the next week using linear
regression.
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Fig 2: Data flow into graph
Data collection would be done from the following
sources such as Yahoo finance for news and stock
quotes, and user sentiments from social networking
sites such as twitter. For twitter, there are two API’s
which provide streaming and searching from a
specific date for a particular keyword. For example:
We could livestream tweets on Apple Inc. using the
steaming API and search all tweets related to apple
from a previous date using the Search API where the
keyword would be #APPL.
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Fetching news and stock quotes are tricky since the
number of free API’s are rare to get such details from
sites. YQI (Yahoo query Language) allows us to parse
the DOM structure and fetch the required data in
JSON format which can be easily read.
Data classification is done using a Bayesian classifier
which will be built specifically by training data from
tweets and news. These classifier should perform the
below natural language techniques to achieve the
maximum productivity and sentiment out of a news
line or tweet.
•

Natural Language Processor

•

Remove Special Characters:Characters which
are not needed are removed from the
sentence before processing.

•

Tokenize: Convert into separate words

•

Language Correction: Correct
based on common mistakes.

•

Stemming: Fetch the root word. Words such
as running, playing are changed into run,
play etc.

•

Stop word Removal: Remove unwanted
words. This involves removal of words such
as the, this which does not convey any
meaning or topic.

•

Irrelevant data Removal

•

Synonym Replacement: Words with similar
meanings are replaced into a common word
to increase the potential count of a sentiment.

•

Antonym Replacement

•

Smiley Correction:  is good for the stock
whereas  is bad.

•

#Tag Correction: Track good and bad
hashtags and whether it is trending and also
sayings like Bullish and Bearish which
signify the market stand.

language

Fig 3: Proposed site to classify tweets
Another major source of information is to build a
basic single level web parser which would retrieve
important information from the links embedded in the
tweets and show these as information related to the
stand of the market.
To maximize the performance to classification of
information, multithreading of sentences can be used
to efficiently classify data. A producer consumer
method can be used for efficiently classifying the data.
A pictorial of the method is shown below:

Figure 4: Multithreaded model

After this the classifier would classify the data based
on the data already collected and manually classified.
An example screenshot is shown in the next page.

The Naïve Bayes Classifier is built on the Bayesian
theorem. The classifier uses the same text preprocessing as shown above before checking the
probability of the word occurring in the positive and
negative dictionary. For each word the count of the
positive/negative word is taken. This is then compared
with the total length in the dictionary to classify the
sentence.
Result = log (sum of positive word count/length of
dictionary) +log (0.5)-log (sum of negative word
count)
The formulae was modified to be used with log to
simplify calculation and a value of log 0.5 was added
to the positive log probability to adjust the classifier.
The resulting value return by the formula ranged from
0 to 1 and a threshold was set to classify the sentence
as positive or negative.
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Data regression is done using linear regression. The
Following formulae is used as the minimization
function:

application can help investors easily study the market
and make appropriate stock mark investments.
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Figure 5: Proposed Architecture

III. CONCLUSION
Bayesian classifier with the right amount of training
data will be able to classify tweets appropriately to
their user sentiments. Since the stock market is what
they think and the value of the stock has a direct
correlation on the sentiment of the user’s this
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